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Let 7 and 2 be nonempty alphabets with 7 finite. Let f be a function
mapping 7* to 2. We explore the notion of automaticity, which
attempts to model how ‘‘close’’ f is to a finite-state function. Formally,
the automaticity of f is a function Af (n) which counts the minimum
number of states in any deterministic finite automaton that computes f
correctly on all strings of length n (and its behavior on longer strings
is not specified). We define AL(n) for languages L to be A/L(n), where
/L is the characteristic function of L. The same or similar notions were
examined previously by Trakhtenbrot, Grinberg and Korshunov, Karp,
Breitbart, Gabarro , Dwork and Stockmeyer, and Kaneps and Freivalds.
Karp proved that if L7* is not regular, then AL(n)(n+3)2
infinitely often. We prove that the lower bound is best possible. We
obtain results on the growth rate of Af (n). If |7|=k2 and |2|=l<,
then Af (n)C(1+o(1)) k
n+2n for C=(logk l)(k&1)2. Also, for
almost all functions f and any =>0 we have Af (n)>(1&=) Ck
n+1n
for all sufficiently large n. We also obtain bounds on NL(n), the non-
deterministic automaticity function. This is similar to Af (n), except that
it counts the number of states in the minimal NFA, and it is defined for
languages L7*. For |7|=k2, we have NL(n)=O(k
n2). Also, for
almost all languages L and every =>0 we have NL(n)>(1&=) k
n2
- k&1 for all sufficiently large n. We prove some incomparability
results between the automaticity measure and those defined earlier by
Gabarro and others. Finally, we examine the notion of automaticity as
applied to sequences. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Automaticity rippled through the group like butter through a hot
knife . . . With a century-old history, and current usage in disparate
publications, automaticity’s legitimacy cannot be challenged. . .
unfamiliar automaticity squeaks across the blackboard of our
minds . . . (William Safire, On Language, New York Times Magazine,
January 30, 1994)
Suppose x is a finite or infinite string. There have been
many attempts to associate with x some measure of its
‘‘descriptional complexity’’the most famous being, of
course, Kolmogorov(ChaitinSolomonoff) complexity
K(x), where the complexity of a string x is measured by
the length of the shortest program to compute x. While
this measure is extremely productive and useful (see, for
example, [39]), it suffers from the defect that K(x) is not
partial recursive.
There have been many other suggestions for more com-
putable measures of ‘‘descriptional complexity’’. To name
just a few: boolean circuit complexity [53, 41]; shortest
straightline program (using operations such as union,
concatenation, and intersection) [26]; ‘‘rational index’’
[7]; description by context-free grammars [15, 50]; the
real-valued measures of Takaoka [55]; etc.
In this paper, we will examine the properties of another
measure, which we call automaticity. The motivations are as
follows: we would like to measure the complexity of
languages in such a way that regular languages have
constant automaticity, and languages that are ‘‘close’’ to
regular should have polynomially bounded automaticity.
Roughly speaking, our definition is as follows: the
automaticity AL(n) of a language L is the minimum number
of states in any deterministic finite automaton that
recognizes L on all strings of length n. Although the
concept of automaticity is not new (see Section 3), we claim
that it has many properties that have not been previously
studied. Some natural questions lead to natural problems in
combinatorics, algorithms, formal language theory and
complexity theory. There are also connections to crypto-
graphy and computational learning theory.
2. AUTOMATICITY DEFINED
We will use the following notation: 7n==+7+
72+ } } } +7n. We will be concerned with finite automata
that can compute functions. A deterministic finite automaton
with output (DFAO) is a sextuple M=(Q, 7, $, q0 , 2, {),
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where Q is a finite nonempty set of states, 7 (the input
alphabet), and 2 (the output alphabet) are finite nonempty
sets, $ is the transition function mapping Q_7 into Q, q0 is
the start state, and { is an output function mapping Q into
2. We emphasize that $ is complete; i.e., it is defined for all
members of Q_7. The machine M computes a function gM
from 7* to 2 as gM(w)={($(q0 , w)).
In the case where 2=[0, 1], this flavor of automaton
coincides with the ordinary notion of automaton and accep-
tancerejection. In this case we can associate a set of final
states F such that F=[q # Q: {(q)=1]. The language
accepted by M is then L(M)=[w # 7*: $(q0 , w) # F].
There is another possible model of finite automata with
outputs that has appeared in the literature. In this model,
the output function { maps Q_7  2, so that outputs are
associated with transitions, not states. In this case, the
machine M computes a function hM from 7+ to 2 as
hM (w1w2 } } } wn)={($(q0 , w1w2 } } } wn&1), wn). Note that
hM (=) is undefined in this model. We will not examine this
model further in this paper.
These two definitions of functions computed by automata
are analogous to the models of Moore and Mealy, respec-
tively. The Moore and Mealy models generate an output
with each new state or transition encountered [29]. In this
paper, we consider a model based on the Moore model, but
where the function of w computed is the last symbol output
on input w.
By |M| we will mean the ‘‘size’’ of the automaton M,
which we define to be the cardinality of the set Q of states
in M. (Another measure of size is &M&, the number of trans-
itions in M. Of course, this measure is mainly of interest for
nondeterministic machines, since for deterministic machines
we have &M&=|7| |M|.)
Let 7 and 2 be alphabets, with 0<|7|< and |2|>0.
(In the sequel, 2 will usually be of finite cardinality, but in
the most general definition, this is not essential.) Let f be a
map from 7* to 2. Then the (deterministic) automaticity of
f is a function Af (n) defined as
Af (n)=min[ |M|: M # DFAO and
\w # 7n f (w)=gM(w)].
Roughly speaking, Af (n) counts the minimum number of
states in any DFAO M that simulates f correctly on all
strings of length n; how M behaves on longer strings
is unspecified. In general, there may be many different
automata for which the number of states is a minimum.
If L7* is a language, then we write AL(n) for the
automaticity of the characteristic function /L(w), defined as
/L(w)={1,0,
if w # L;
otherwise.
In this case,
AL(n)=min[ |M|: M # DFA and L(M) & 7n=L & 7n].
There is also a nondeterministic analogue of automaticity
NL(n), which we define only for languages L:
NL(n)=min[ |M|: M # NFA and
L(M) & 7n=L & 7n].
We note that our model of nondeterministic finite
automaton is that defined in [29] and allows transitions
only on single letters and the empty string =.
In this paper, we will only be concerned with the case
k2. The case k=1 is examined in a companion paper
[47].
We will sometimes use the following terminology. We say
that a function f : 7*  2 is an nth-order approximation to a
function g: 7*  2 if f (w)=g(w) for all w with |w|n.
Similarly, we say that a language L7* is an nth-order
approximation to a language L$7* if we have L & 7n=
L$ & 7n.
The implied constant in the big-O bounds in this paper
may depend on k=|7| and l=|2|, but not on n.
3. PREVIOUS WORK
The history of automaticity goes back 30 years. During
this time, the basic results were re-proved two or more times
by different investigators who did not know about previous
work. Some of the earliest results only appeared in Russian
in obscure Soviet journals, and were never widely dissemi-
nated in the West. For this reason, we reprise the history of
the field below, in the hope that future investigators will not
have to begin anew.
The first result related to automaticity appears to be that
of Trakhtenbrot in 1964 [56]. However, he used the second
model of finite-state function computation we discussed
above in Section 2, that is, the model based on Mealy
machines. He called the minimum number of states the
‘‘weight of a finite tree.’’ He proved an upper bound, similar
to our Theorem 9 below and constructed an example with
high automaticity. He also gave a lower bound similar to
our Theorem 10. Trakhtenbrot’s results are summarized in
English in [57, p. 144].
In 1965, Kuz’min [36] examined the smallest Mealy
machine that computes a Boolean function of n variables;
this is similar to the deterministic initial index daL(n)
discussed below. He obtained results similar to our
Theorems 9 and 10.
Trakhtenbrot’s results on the Mealy model were
improved in 1966 by Grinberg and Korshunov [27].
(Professor Grinberg has kindly informed us that, due to
printing errors in that paper, the direction of the inequality
11AUTOMATICITY I
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is reversed in their Lemma 2 and the second half of
Corollary 3. These errors appear in both the Russian
original and English translation.)
The first person to study the concept of automaticity
exactly as we have defined it was R. M. Karp. In [35], he
proved Theorem 3 given below.
In 1971, Breitbart [9] studied the automaticity of the
characteristic function f of the kth powers, expressed in a
prime base p. He proved that for this f, the estimate
Af (n)=0( pnk) holds. In his Ph.D. thesis [10], published in
1973, Breitbart gave an example of a language L(0+1)*
such that there exists an infinite sequence (nk)k0 with
AL(nk)2nk+2nk for all k0. He also gave an example of
a language L(0+1)* such that AL(n)2nn&1 for all
n1. Additional results appeared in [11].
In 1977, Paredaens and Vyncke [46] studied some
measures on formal languages. In the first sentence of their
paper, they implied they would study the quantity
d+L(n)=min[ |M|: M # DFA and L(M)=L & 7 n].
However, the rest of the paper deals with another quantity,
which they called fL(n). Write xty if for all w # 7* we have
xw # L exactly when yw # L. (This is the classical Myhill
Nerode equivalence relation; see [29, Theorem 3.9].) Then
fL(n) was defined to be the number of distinct equivalence
classes induced by t on 7n. However, these two measures
are not the same; in fact, it can be shown that d+L and fL are
actually incomparable in the sense that there exist languages
L1 , L2 for which fL1(n)=o(d+L1(n)) and d+L2(n)=o( fL2(n)).
See Section 10. Further, neither of these two measures are
the same as AL(n). Earlier, in 1969, Hartmanis and Shank
[28] had briefly mentioned a similar measure, Ea(n), which
counted the number of different equivalence classes induced
by t on 7n, in connection with their study of the
computational complexity of the prime numbers.
Other measures were introduced in 1983 by Gabarro [22,
23]. In [22], he defined a function +L(n) which he called the
‘‘initial index’’ of L:
+L(n)=min[ |M|: M # NFA and L(M)=L & 7 n].
He also discussed (but did not name) a notion that coin-
cides with what we called d+L(n) above. Again, neither of
these two definitions are the same as AL(n).
In 1985, Balca zar, D@ az, and Gabarro [5] defined a
slightly different notion of ‘‘initial index’’ which they
denoted by aL(n). Here aL(n) was defined as
aL(n)=min[ |M|: M # NFA and L(M)=L & 7n].
They also defined ‘‘deterministic initial index’’ daL(n); this
was defined by
daL(n)=min[ |M|: M # DFA and L(M)=L & 7n].
Also see [6, Section 5.9]. Clearly aL(n)daL(n).
In 1988, Ibarra and Ravikumar [30, p. 2] defined a
notion of nonuniform space complexity for two-way deter-
ministic finite automata (2-dfa’s) that is very similar to our
AL(n).
In 1989, Serna [51] introduced a complexity measure
similar to Gabarro ’s ‘‘initial index’’; however, instead of
counting the minimum number of states in a nondeter-
ministic machine, she counted the minimum number of
transitions. Formally, she considered the quantity
min[&M&: M # NFA and L(M)=L & 7n].
She obtained theorems similar in some ways to Theorems 9
and 10 below.1
In a 1989 conference paper, Dwork and Stockmeyer [19]
introduced what they called a ‘‘measure of nonregularity.’’
Given a language L7*, they called two words w, w$ # 7*
n-dissimilar if |w|, |w$|n and there exists v with |wv|,
|w$v|n and wv # L iff w$v  L. Their measure of non-
regularity, as a function of n, was defined to be the
maximum number of distinct words that are pairwise n-
dissimilar. (The same idea had been introduced previously
by Karp [35] and Breitbart [10], but they only proved that
the number of n-dissimilar words was a lower bound on
AL(n).) Although it is perhaps not immediately obvious,
Dwork and Stockmeyer’s nonregularity measure coincides
with AL(n) (in fact this was proved by Kaneps and
Freivalds; see below). They also proved a weak version of
Karp’s theorem (Theorem 3) discussed below. They used
their measure to show that if a two-way probabilistic finite
automaton M recognizes a nonregular language with prob-
ability 12+$ for some fixed $>0, then there is a constant
b such that M uses at least 2nb expected time for infinitely
many n. The journal paper containing proofs of these results
is [20], where Theorem 2, Part 2, is also proved.
In 1990, independently of Dwork and Stockmeyer,
Kaneps and Freivalds [33] introduced a measure they
called rsim(L, 7n), which counts the number of distinct
pairwise n-dissimilar words; their definition was the same as
that of Dwork and Stockmeyer. They proved the following
theorem.
Theorem 1 (Kaneps and Freivalds). We have rsim(L, 7n)
=AL(n).
They also proved a weaker version of Theorem 3 below.
They used their measure to show that any language
recognized by a probabilistic Turing machine in o(log log n)
space is regular. In a later paper [34] they also proved
(independently) a result on two-way probabilistic finite
12 SHALLIT AND BREITBART
1 Another difference between the results in this paper and Serna’s is that
ours are valid for almost all L, in addition to almost all finite approxima-
tion to L. The difference is the use of the BorelCantelli lemma, which
requires slightly stronger bounds.
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automata similar to that of Dwork and Stockmeyer
mentioned above.
Recently, Condon, Hellerstein, Pottle, and Wigderson
have observed that deterministic automaticity is related to
one-directional deterministic communication complexity.
Consider two cooperating communicating parties, Alice
and Bob, who know a language L and who are trying to
determine membership in L for a word w with |w|n. Alice
knows wA and Bob knows wB , where w=wA wB . Bob must
determine if w # L by making use of bits sent by Alice over
a one-directional communication line. Let C(n) denote the
maximum number of bits required by the best possible
strategy. Condon, Hellerstein, Pottle, and Wigderson
showed [18] that C(n)=log2AL(n).
It may be worth noting some similarities between the
present work and papers on the ‘‘economy of description’’
by finite automata and other models of computation. See,
for example, [45, 43], where it is shown that for every n1
there exist languages accepted by NFA’s with exactly n
states that cannot be accepted by a DFA with less than 2n
states. (Also see [12, 13].) While similar in spirit, however,
this kind of result is often not applicable to the questions
raised in this paper, because it depends on a different
language for each n, while we are focusing on n’th order
approximations to a single language. For example, as
n  , the language constructed in [45, 43] tends to a
language that is actually regular.
A preliminary version of our paper appeared in [52].
4. BASIC PROPERTIES OF AUTOMATICITY
In this section we state some of the basic properties of
deterministic and nondeterministic automaticity.
Theorem 2. Let f : 7*  2 and L7*. Then
1. For all n0 we have Af (n)Af (n+1) and NL(n)
NL(n+1).
2. (DworkStockmeyer; KanepsFreivalds). The lan-
guage L is regular if and only if AL(n)=O(1). (The same
statement holds for NL(n).)
3. For all n0 we have NL(n)AL(n)2NL(n).
4. For all n0 we have AL(n)=AL (n). (Here L denotes
the complement of L.)
5. For all n0 we have
AL(n)2+ :
w # L & 7n
|w|2+n|L & 7n|
and
NL(n)1+ :
w # L & 7n
|w|1+n|L & 7n|.
Proof. 1. Left to the reader.
2. If L is regular, then L is accepted by a DFA with r
states; hence NL(n)AL(n)r. For the converse, see [20,
33]. Here is a proof from first principles: note that by the
property (1), we see that if AL(n)=O(1), then there exist
constants r, n0 such that AL(n)=r for all nn0 . For each
nn0 there exists some r-state machine Mn for which L &
7n=L(Mn) & 7n. Since there are only a finite number of
distinct automata with r states, there must be some machine
M for which Mn=M for infinitely many n. We claim that
L=L(M). For assume L{L(M). Then there is some string
w for which either w # L&L(M) or w # L(M)&L. But if
|w|=m, then there is an m0>m for which Mm0=M. Then
L & 7m0=L(Mm0) & 7
m0, a contradiction. A similar
argument works for NFA’s. (For analogous results from
Kolmogorov complexity, see [40].)
3. The inequality NL(n)AL(n) is clear. For the
inequality AL(n)2NL(n), use the well-known subset
construction [48].
4. Interchange accepting and nonaccepting states in any
DFA to get the complement of the language.
5. Let us consider the inequalities for AL(n) first. The
first inequality follows because we can iteratively construct
an automaton M for which L(M) & 7n=L & 7n. Begin
with a start state labeled =. As each string w # L & 7n is
considered in turn, follow the path labeled w as far as
possible until a path label not yet in the automaton is
discovered. Then the remaining symbols in w are added as
new states to the automaton. This procedure adds at most
|w| new states to the automaton. Finally, add an additional
‘‘sink’’ state and transitions to this state for all symbolstate
pairs not yet considered. This gives the first inequality; the
second then follows immediately.
Exactly the same proof works for NL(n), except that since
we are working with nondeterministic machines, we do not
need a sink state. K
Theorem 3 (Karp). Let L7* be a nonregular lan-
guage. Then AL(n)(n+3)2 for infinitely many n.
The proof depends on the following lemma, which
appears (more or less) in [44].
Lemma 4 (Moore). Let M=(Q, 7, $, q0 , F ) and M$=
(Q$, 7, $$, q$0 , F $) be two DFA’s with s and s$ states, respec-
tively. If L(M){L(M$), then there exists a string w with
|w|s+s$&2 such that w # (L(M) _ L(M$))&(L(M) &
L(M$)).
Proof. The minimization algorithm given in [29], given
a finite automaton, decides whether or not two states are
equivalent. (Two states q and q$ are said to be equivalent if
$(q, w) # F iff $(q$, w) # F.) The algorithm proceeds by
partitioning the states into sets; at each iteration, which
13AUTOMATICITY I
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corresponds to examining inputs of one more symbol than
examined in the previous iteration, the partition is refined
(i.e., sets of states are split up). The algorithm terminates
when, at any step, the partition is unchanged. The initial
partition is to split the state-set into final and nonfinal
states. Since, at worst, the final partition consists of each
state in its own set, the algorithm uses at most |Q|&2 itera-
tions (provided there is at least one final and one nonfinal
state to begin with). Thus, any two inequivalent states can
be distinguished by some string of length at most |Q|&2.
Now create an automaton that is the ‘‘direct sum’’ of the
two automata M and M$, i.e., (Q _ Q$, 7, $", q0 , F _ F $),
where $"(q, a)=$(q, a) for (q, a) # Q_7 and $"(q$, a)=
$$(q$, a) for (q$, a) # Q$_7. If L(M){L(M$), then q0 is
inequivalent to q$0 , and, as in the previous paragraph, there
is a string of length at most |Q|+|Q$|&2 that will dis-
tinguish them. K
Proof of Theorem 3. Assume the contrary. Then there
exists an integer n0 such that AL(n)(n+2)2 for all
integers n>n0 . By Theorem 2, Part 2, we know that AL(n)
is unbounded; hence there exists an r>n0 such that
AL(r+1)>AL(r). Let Mr and Mr+1 be automata with
AL(r) and AL(r+1) states, respectively, such that L(Mr) &
7r=L & 7r and L(Mr+1) & 7r+1=L & 7r+1. Since
AL(r+1)>AL(r), there must be a word accepted by one of
Mr , Mr+1 that is rejected by the other, and the shortest such
word is of length r+1. By Lemma 4, r+1AL(r)+AL(r+
1)&2. Hence r+1(r+2)2+(r+3)2&2, and this is a
contradiction. K
Theorem 5. The bound in Theorem 3 is best possible in
the sense that the result is not true if the ‘‘2’’ in the
denominator is replaced by any smaller positive real number,
nor if the ‘‘3’’ is replaced by any larger real number.
Proof. To prove Theorem 5, we demonstrate the exist-
ence of a nonregular language Ls for which ALs(n)=
w(n+3)2x for all n0. Our Ls is most easily described by
using a deterministic automaton with infinitely many states,
as illustrated in Fig. 1.
It is easy to see that Ls is not regular, since
Ls & 1+0+=[1m0n: 1mn].
(In fact, Ls is context-free, as it is generated by the following
context-free grammar: G=(V, T, P, S)=([S, A, M], [0, 1],
FIG. 1. Infinite automaton defining Ls .
FIG. 2. DFA accepting n th-order approximation to Ls .
P, S), where P, the set of productions is given as S=(S 
SAM | =, A  0A | =, M  1M0M | =).)
First we show that ALs(n)w(n+3)2x. To do this, we
observe that that we can simulate Ls on strings of length n
with a finite automaton of r+1=w(n+3)2x states, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.
The shortest string on which the automata in Figs. 1 and
2 differ is 1r+10r, which has length 2r+1>n.
Next, we show that ALs(n)w(n+3)2x. To see this,
simply note that the strings 1i are pairwise n-dissimilar for
0i(n+1)2. It follows that ALs(n)=w(n+3)2x.
Now we show that Theorem 3 is best possible, in the sense
described above. Suppose that for all nonregular L we have
AL(n)(n+c)d infinitely often, where 0<d<2. (Note
that c could conceivably be negative.) Choose k large
enough so that d2&1k. Then for all n>6k&2kc we
have
2k(n+c)>2kn+6k&n&3=(n+3)(2k&1).
It follows that for all n>6k&2kc we have
k(n+c)
2k&1
>
n+3
2
;
hence, for infinitely many n and all nonregular L we have
AL(n)
n+c
d

n+c
2&1k
>
n+3
2
,
a contradiction when L=Ls .
Similarly, suppose that for all nonregular L we have
AL(n)(n+c)2 infinitely often, where c>3. But then for
all n we have
ALs(n)=w(n+3)2x<(n+c)2,
a contradiction. K
Some comments are in order. At first glance, our example
of the language Ls with ALs(n)=w(n+3)2x might seem to
contradict Theorem 3! But in fact, it does not, since
w(n+3)2x(n+3)2 for infinitely many n (namely, all
odd n). Second, to prove that the constant ‘‘3’’ in Theorem
3 is best possible, it does not suffice to give an example
achieving the bound w(n+4)2x for all sufficiently large n.
This is because, for example, a stronger (but incorrect)
14 SHALLIT AND BREITBART
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lower bound of (n+4)2 for infinitely many n would be
compatible with an example of a language L with AL(n)=
w(n+4)2x for all n sufficiently large.
This is a subtle point which was pointed out to us by
S. Pottle after reading a draft of this paper, and previous
investigators have also fallen into the same trap. For
example, Karp [35] proved that AL(n)>n2+1 infinitely
often and, then, attempted to show that the constant 1 is
best possible by exhibiting the nonregular language L5 of
Example 5 (Section 5 below), which satisfies AL5(n)=
w(n+4)2x for n1. However, this example is actually
consistent with the stronger bound ‘‘for all nonregular L we
have AL(n)>(n+3)2 for infinitely many n’’ and is there-
fore not sufficient to prove the claim.
Kaneps and Freivalds [33] independently proved the
slightly weaker bound AL(n)w(n+3)2x infinitely often.2
They were apparently unaware of the previous work of
Karp. They did not prove Theorem 5, although they
provided as an example the balanced parenthesis language
given previously by Karp.
As observed by Breitbart [10] and Dwork and Stock-
meyer [20, p. 1015], it is not possible to improve Theorem
3 by replacing ‘‘for infinitely many n’’ with ‘‘for all n suffi-
ciently large.’’ Indeed, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6 (Breitbart; Dwork and Stockmeyer). Given
any unbounded function g(n), there exists a unary nonregular
language L such that AL(n)g(n) for infinitely many n.
5. EXAMPLES
In this section, we give some examples of the automaticity
for nonregular languages. Proofs can easily be given using
the characterizations in Theorems 1 and 7.
Example 1. Let L1=[0n1n: n0]. Then AL1(2n)=
AL1(2n+1)=2n+1 for n1.
Example 2. Let L2=[0n1n0n: n0]. Then AL2(3n)=
AL2(3n+1)=AL2(3n+2)=(n
2+3n+6)2 for n2.
Example 3. Let L3=[w # (0+1)*: w=wR], the lan-
guage of palindromes. (Here wR denotes the reversal of the
word w.) Then AL3(n)=0(2
n2), since all of the words of
length wn2x are pairwise n-dissimilar.
Example 4. Let L4=L3=[w # (0+1)*: w{wR], the
language of ‘‘non-palindromes.’’ Then, as in the previous
example, we have AL4(n)=0(2
n2). However, the nondeter-
ministic automaticity is polynomially bounded: we have
NL4(n)=3(n). The lower bound follows from above. To
prove the upper bound, note that to accept an nth-order
approximation to L4 , we can ‘‘guess’’ the position in which
w differs from wR and then verify it. Our NFA uses a
‘‘counter’’ in the range [0, n2] to keep track of the position
of a symbol in the first half of the string that is guessed to
be different from the corresponding symbol in the second
half. Once a position is chosen, the symbol is recorded, and
then input symbols are processed until we again ‘‘guess’’ and
verify that we have encountered a mismatch. Then the
‘‘counter’’ is decremented until it equals zero, at which point
an accepting state is entered. This construction for the upper
bound uses 6 wn2x+1 states and is based on a suggestion
of H. Petersen (personal communication), who improved
our earlier bound of NL4(n)=O(n
2). The construction for
n=9 is illustrated below in Fig. 3. The numbers in the states
indicate the value of the counter.
Example 5. Let L5 be the language of balanced
parentheses over [( , )]. Then AL5(n)=wn2x+2 for n1.
(Cf. [35, Example 1, p. 481].)
Example 6. Let |w|a denote the number of occurrences
of the letter a in the string w. Let L6=[w # (0+1)*: |w| 0=
|w| 1]. Then AL6(n)=n+1 for n0. Similarly, AL6(n)=
n+1. However, the nondeterministic automaticity of L6 is
much smaller. In fact, we can prove that NL6(n)=
O((log n)2(log log n)). Here is a sketch of the construction:
To nondeterministically accept an n th-order approximation
to L (for all n sufficiently large), it suffices to ‘‘guess’’ the
correct prime p4.4 log n and then verify that i j
(mod p). This can be done with a finite automaton by
incrementing a counter (mod p) as 0’s are processed;
and then decrementing the same counter (mod p) as 1’s
FIG. 3. Scheme of NFA recognizing an n th-order approximation to L4 .
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are processed. The NFA accepts if the counter is not 0
(mod p).
The construction works because if w # L & (0+1) n,
then |w| 0=i, |w| 1=j, with i{ j and i+ jn. We claim that
if i{ j, with 0i, jn and n2, then there exists a prime
p4.4 log n such that i j (mod p). For if not, we would
have i# j (mod p) for all primes p4.4 log n. Hence by the
Chinese remainder theorem, q=>p4.4 log n p divides i& j.
Now if we define %(x)=px log p, then it can be shown
that %(x)>0.23x for x2. (Rosser and Schoenfeld [49,
Theorem 10] proved that %(x)>0.84x for x101. The
stated inequality can be easily verified for 2x<101.) It
follows that q>n. Hence, either i& j=0, or |i& j |>n, both
of which are contradictions. The total number of states used
in this construction is
1+ :
p4.4 log n
p=O((log n)2(log log n)).
(See, e.g., [4, Section 2.7].) This gives the stated bound.
This example originated from correspondence with B.
Ravikumar, later modified to take into account an observa-
tion of L. Hellerstein. The bound was obtained in a conver-
sation with J. Buss.
Example 7. It is possible to construct languages over
[0, 1] with automaticity 3(nk), for any given k0. The
closure properties of languages with polynomially bounded
automaticity are explored further in [24].
6. AN ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING
DETERMINISTIC AUTOMATICITY
Let k=|7|. Given a table of the values of the function f
for all w with |w|n, how can one (efficiently) compute
Af (n)? (Here ‘‘efficient’’ means polynomial in the size of the
input, which is the list of pairs (w, f (w)) for all w of length
n; see [37, 58] and particularly [3, Theorem 2], where
connections with computational learning theory are
described.) We present an algorithm to solve this problem.
Our algorithm is virtually that given in [57], but our alter-
native description of it seems new. Some of the ideas are
essentially contained in [8, 33].
The idea is similar to Brzozowski’s ‘‘derivative’’ approach
based on quotients [14]. For concreteness, we describe the
construction when |7|=2. For each word w # 7* with
|w|n, define
Sw=Sw(n)= f (w) f (w0) f (w1) f (w00) f (w01) f (w10)
f (w11) } } } f (w0n& |w| ) } } } f (w1n&|w| ).
Thus, Sw(n) is a string over 2 of length 2n&|w|+1&1. Let
S(n) be the collection [Sw(n): w # 7n].
This can be made more precise as follows: let (sn)n0 be
the sequence defined by sn=f (a), where a=amam&1 } } } a0 #
(0+1)* and n=70im (1+ai) 2i. (Note that there is
exactly one way to express n in this fashion.) Then the
collection S(n) is simply the collection of subsequences
[(si) i , (s2i+1) i , (s2i+2) i , (s4i+3) i ,
(s4i+4) i , (s4i+5) i , (s4i+6) i , (s8i+7) i , ...],
where the indices i are taken as far as possible, but using
only the n+1 known terms of the original sequence,
(si)0in . We now define a partial order  on the strings
in S(n). We write xy if x is a prefix of y; that is, if there
exists a (possibly nonempty) string z such that y=xz. Now
consider the set Smax(n) of maximal elements (under ) of
S(n). We claim the following.
Theorem 7. Af (n)=|Smax(n)|.
Proof. First let us show that Af (n)|Smax(n)|. The idea
is to construct an automaton with |Smax(n)| states that
computes f correctly on all words of length n, as follows:
first, choose a partition P of 7n into equivalence classes
[w] such that (i) the set [Sx(n): x # [w]] contains exactly
one maximal element St(n) and (ii) if x belongs to [w], and
Sw is maximal, then SxSw . (Note that this partition is not
necessarily unique.)
Now, construct an automaton where the set of states
corresponds to the partition P. We define q0=[=]. Pick w in
each equivalence class so that Sw(n) is maximal, and let w be
the name of the class. Then transitions are given by $([w],
a)=[w$], where w$ is the name of the class containing wa.
The output function is defined by {([w])=f (w), where
Sw(n) is maximal. It is easy to see that this automaton
correctly computes f on all strings x of length n.
Next let us show that |Smax(n)|Af (n), i.e., that the
automaton we have constructed actually has the minimal
number of states. To see this, it suffices to find, for each pair
of distinct states x and w, a string y that distinguishes them.
(That is, a string y such that {($([x], y)){{($([w], y)).)
Assume Sx and Sy are maximal. Then neither SxSy nor
SySx . Hence the string distinguishing them is simply
the index of any position which is not identical in Sx and Sy .
K
An example may make this construction clearer. Consider
the function that has the following definition: f (w)=
|w| (mod 2). Then, for n=2, we find S= 0110000, S0=
S1=100, and S00=S01=S10=S11=0. Then the set of
maximal elements Smax is [0110000, 100], and we can
partition 7n as q0=[=, 00, 01, 10, 11], q1=[0, 1]. This
gives us a two-state machine that computes f (w) correctly
on strings of length 2, where $(q0 , a)=q1 and $(q1 , a)=
q0 , for a # [0, 1].
Note that strings x and y are n-dissimilar if and only if
Sx(n) and Sy(n) are incomparable under the prefix ordering.
From this we see that |Smax(n) |=rsim(L, 7n).
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7. BOUNDS ON DETERMINISTIC AUTOMATICITY
We are interested in bounding Af (n) as a function of n.
A trivial bound may be obtained by observing that it is
possible to simulate any f on strings of length n using a
k-ary ‘‘tree’’ automaton construction, as in Fig. 4.
Define the set of states Q to be [qw : |w|n] and the
transition function $ as $(qw , a)=qwa for all |w|n&1 and
all a # 7. (Transitions out of the states qw with |w|=n
are defined arbitrarily.) Define the output function { by
{(qw)=f (w) for all w with |w|n. It is easy to see that this
automaton computes f correctly on all strings of length n.
We have proved the following.
Theorem 8. Let |7|=k2. Then
Af (n)1+k+k2+ } } } +kn=
kn+1&1
k&1
.
If |2| is infinite, this bound can be attainedfor example,
by assigning a distinct value to f (w) for each w # 7*. The
more interesting case is where |2| is finite. In this case the
bound of Theorem 8 can be improved.
Theorem 9. Let |7|=k and |2|=l. Then if 2k,
l<, we have Af (n)(Ckn+2n)(1+o(1)), where C=
(logk l)(k&1)2.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to use the characteri-
zation given in Theorem 7. The following proof is based
FIG. 4. The ‘‘tree’’ automaton construction.
on a proof for the slightly different model of computation
considered in [56].
Let r be an integer, and consider the maximal strings in
S(n) of the form Sw(n), where |w|r. There are at most
1+k+k2+ } } } +kr=(kr+1&1)(k&1) of them. Now
consider the maximal strings of the form Sw(n), where
|w|r+1. Each of these strings is of length (kn&r&1)
(k&1), and so there are at most l (kn&r&1)(k&1) different
maximal strings. Thus we find
Af (n)
kr+1&1
k&1
+l (kn&r&1)(k&1). (1)
This inequality is true for any integer value of r with
0rn.
Now set s=n+1&logk(n&2 logk n)+logk(C(k&1))
and choose r=wsx. Then we have
Af (n)
kr+1&1
k&1
+l (kn&r&1)(k&1)

ks+1&1
k&1
+l (kn&s+1&1)(k&1)

Ckn+2
n&2logkn
+
kn
n2
=
Ckn+2
n
(1+o(1)). K
The upper bound provided by Theorem 9 cannot be sub-
stantially improved, because whenever logk l is rational,
there is a function f such that Af (n)(Ckn+2n)(1&o(1))
for infinitely many n. The construction of f for k=l=2 is
given in [10]. For a different model of computation, see
[56].
We can find a nearly matching lower bound for ‘‘almost
all’’ functions f. Phrasing the construction in the language of
probability, we assume the space of functions is described by
choosing the value of f at each word w # 7* randomly and
uniformly to be a # 2 with probability 1|2|.
Theorem 10. Let k=|7|2, l=|2|2, and C=
(logk l )(k&1)2. Then for almost all functions f : 2*  2 and
any =>0, we have Af (n)>(1&=) Ckn+1n for all suffi-
ciently large n.
Proof. We use a counting argument. Let us first estimate
the number of nonisomorphic DFAO’s with j states. (By
isomorphic we mean there exists a permutation of the states
that maps one machine to the other, including transitions,
start state, and final states.) For each of the j states there are
k transitions, and each transition can go to any of the j
states. This gives j kj ways to assign the transitions. Each
state can have one of the l possible outputs associated with
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it, giving l j possibilities. Now discard those DFAO’s such
that any state is unreachable from the start state. Since for
the remaining automata, no machine can be mapped to
itself via a nontrivial permutation, it follows that we may
divide by ( j&1)! to remove automata that are isomorphic.
(The start state must be mapped to itself.) This gives us
an upper bound of j kjl j ( j&1)! on the number of non-
isomorphic initially connected DFAO’s with exactly j states.
Summing from j=1 to q, we get an upper bound of
qkq+2l qq! for the number of machines with q states.
However, there are only l (kn+1&1)(k&1) distinct
possibilities for f restricted to inputs of length n, and each
one of these possibilities is equally likely to occur. Set
q=(1&=) Ckn+1n, and define
Pn=Pr[Af (n)q]
qkq+2l qq!
l (kn+1&1)(k&1)
.
Using the estimate x!xxe&x, we get (for n sufficiently
large)
logl Pn((k&1) q+2) log l q+3q&
kn+1&1
k&1
(1&=)
kn+1
k&1
n+1
n
+2(n+1) logl k
+3(1&=)
Ckn+1
n
&
kn+1&1
k&1
&ckn
for some constant c. Hence for n sufficiently large, Pn
l &ckn. Now 7n1 l &ck
n
converges, and, hence, by the
BorelCantelli lemma (see, e.g., [21, p. 188]), we know
that with probability 1, at most finitely many of the events
Pn occur. It follows that for almost all f, and for any =>0,
we have Af (n)>(1&=) kn+1n for all sufficiently large n.
K
The lower bound in Theorem 10 cannot substantially be
improved, because we have the following result.
Theorem 11. Let k=|7|2 and l=|2|2, and C=
(logk l )(k&1)2. Then for all f : 7*  2 we have Af (n)
(Ckn+1n)(1+o(1)) for infinitely many n.
Proof. The idea of this proof is based on a similar proof
for a slightly different model of computation given in [56].
Let t be an integer, and define s=2t+C(k&1)(kt&1).
Put n=wsx , so ns<n+1. Note that limn  (2tn)=0
and limn  (nk2t)=0. From Eq. (1) we have
Af (n)
kr+1&1
k&1
+l (kn&r&1)(k&1)
for any r with 0rn. Now put r=n&t. We get
Af (n)
kn&t+1&1
k&1
+l (kt&1)(k&1)

Ckn+1
Ckt(k&1)
+kC(k&1)(kt&1)

Ckn+1
s&2t
+ks&2t

Ckn+1
n&2t
+
kn+1
k2t
=
Ckn+1
n
(1+o(1)). K
Define Bk, l (n)=maxfAf (n), where the maximum is over
all functions f : 7*  2, and k=|7| , and l=|2|2. It is
easy to see that B1, l (n)=n+1. But for k>1, it is an inter-
esting and apparently difficult problem to exactly compute
Bk, l (n), even for relatively small values of n. (See [16],
where a similar question is investigated for the measure
daL(n).)
The case k=l=2 is probably of greatest interest. Table I
summarizes what is known about B2, 2(n) for 1n10.
An entry of the form [a, b] in the column for B2, 2(n)
indicates that the value is known to lie in the given closed
interval. The upper bounds for 4n8 were obtained
using the following observation.
Proposition 12. For n3 we have B2, 2(n)2n&1+5.
Proof. Let L7n be a language. There are two cases
to consider: (i) the characteristic function /L(w) is constant
for all w with |w|n&1; (ii) the characteristic function is
not constant on |w|n&1. We use Theorem 7.
In case (i), the strings Sw(n) for |w|n&2 could all be
maximal, and there are 2n&1&1 of them. The strings Sw(n)
for |w|=n&1 all begin with the same symbol and they are
of length 3; hence there are at most 22=4 different ones.
Finally, there are at most two different strings in the set
Sw(n) with |w|=n, since they are of length one, and at most
one of these is not a prefix of other elements of the set
[Sw(n): |w|n]. The total number of maximal elements is
therefore bounded by 2n&1&1+4+1=2n&1+4.
In case (ii) there can be at most 2n&1&1 maximal
elements among Sw(n) with |w|n&2. However, among
the Sw(n) with |w|=n&1, there can be at most six maximal
elements, since there are at least two strings that differ some-
where in the first three positions in [Sw(n): |w|n&2].
Finally, none of the strings Sw(n) with |w|=n can be maxi-
mal. The total of maximal elements is therefore bounded by
2n&1&1+6=2n&1+5. K
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TABLE I
Values of B2, 2(n) for 1n10
n B2, 2(n)
1 2
2 4
3 7
4 13
5 21
6 37
7 [68, 69]
8 [128, 133]
9 [247, 255]
10 [378, 383]
The lower bounds in Table I were determined by explicit
construction of an example with the given value of B2, 2 . The
upper bounds for n=9, 10 were computed using inequality
(1). The exact values of B2, 2(n) for 1n4 were also
verified by a brute-force search of the solution space. We are
grateful to Dean Gaudet for his assistance in computing the
entries in Table I.
Open Problem. Find a closed form for Bk, 2(n).
Challenge. Compute the exact values of B2, 2(n) for
1n20.
8. BOUNDS ON NONDETERMINISTIC AUTOMATICITY
In this section we give upper and lower bounds on non-
deterministic automaticity, NL(n). In some ways, this task is
similar to that in Section 7. However, the intractable nature
of determining the minimal NFA (see, for example, [31,
32]) makes the job slightly harder. First we show the
following.
Theorem 13. Let k=|7|2 and let L7*. Then
NL(n){
2(kn2+1&1)
k&1
,
k(n+1)2+k(n+3)2&2
k&1
,
n even;
n odd;
=O(kn2).
Proof. To prove the stated bound, we will show how to
construct an NFA for any language L7n. Our NFA has
two conceptually distinct parts that are connected to each
other via =-transitions. (Note that NL(n) does not depend
on the use of =-transitions, since it is well known (see, e.g.,
[29]) that one can convert an NFA with =-transitions to an
NFA without =-transitions without changing the number of
states. Nevertheless, the use of =-transitions is a useful tool.)
The first half of the NFA consists of a deterministic ‘‘tree
automaton’’ that accepts exactly L & 7r. The root of this
tree represents the start state of our NFA. (Here r=wn2x.)
This part of tile automaton has 1+k+k2+ } } } +kr=
(kr+1&1)(k&1) states and will be used to handle the first
r letters of any word.
The second half of the NFA is also a ‘‘tree automaton,’’
but is inverted, with only the root being an accepting state.
It is ‘‘wired’’ with =-transitions to the first part in different
ways, depending on L. The second half of the automaton
has 1+k+k2+ } } } +kn&r=(kn&r+1&1)(k&1) states.
See Fig. 5, where we have illustrated the NFA for n=4,
r=2, and L=[w # (0+1)*: w=wR].
It follows that
NL(n)
kr+1&1
k&1
+
kn&r+1&1
k&1
,
where r=wn2x , and the result follows. K
Since the NFA we constructed in the proof above actually
accepts exactly L & 7n, we also obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 14. Let k=|7|2, and let L7*. Then
+L(n)=O(kn2).
We now obtain an almost matching lower bound on
nondeterministic automaticity.
Theorem 15. Let k=|7|2, and let L7*. Then for
almost all L and every =>0 we have NL(n)>(1&=) kn2
- k&1 for all sufficiently large n.
Proof. First let us obtain a bound on the number of
distinct NFA’s with q states. As before, since an NFA
with q states can easily simulate any automaton with q$<q
states, it suffices to count the number of distinct NFA’s
having exactly q states. Between each pair of states there
may be a transition on any subset of the k possible input
symbols. This gives (2k)q
2
possibilities. Also, we may choose
the accepting states in any of 2q different ways. Thus there
are at most 2kq
2+q distinct NFA’s with q states.
FIG. 5. A Simulating NFA.
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Proceeding as in Section 7, we set q=(1&=) kn2- k&1,
and define Qn=Pr[NL(n)q]. Then we have shown
Qn
2kq
2
+q
2(k
n+1&1)(k&1)
.
It follows that
log2 Qn=kq2+q&
kn+1&1
k&1

kn+1
k&1
(1&=)2+
kn
- k&1
(1&=)&
kn+1&1
k&1
&c=kn
for some constant c. Hence Qn2&c=k
n
. Since n1 Qn
converges, by the BorelCantelli lemma, with probability 1
at most finitely many of the events NL(n)q occur. Thus
for almost all L, we have NL(n)>(1&=) kn2- k&1 for all
sufficiently large n. K
It can be shown using the results in [24] that if |7|=k,
then the language L=[w # 7*: w=wR] has nondeter-
ministic automaticity 0(kn2).
9. BOUNDS FOR NONDETERMINISTIC AUTOMATICITY
FOR NONREGULAR LANGUAGES
As we have seen, if L is not regular, then AL(n)
(n+3)2 infinitely often. We can ask if there is a similar
theorem for the nondeterministic case. The best lower
bound we know is the following.
Theorem 16. Suppose L7*. If L is not regular, then
NL(n)log2((n+3)2) infinitely often.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that L is nonregular
and there exists an integer n0 such that NL(n)<
log2((n+3)2) for all n>n0 . Then, using the classical subset
construction, we have AL(n)<((n+3)2) for all n>n0 . But
this contradicts Theorem 3. K
We now show that Theorem 16 is optimal, up to a
constant factor, by exhibiting a nonregular language with
nondeterministic automaticity O(log n). The construction
was suggested to us by the anonymous referee and is
modeled on the language introduced by Stearns,
Hartmanis, and Lewis [54, 38].
First, some notation. For integers m0 and k2, define
(m)k to be the ordinary base-k representation of m using the
digits [0, 1, ..., k&1]. Thus, for example, (17)2=10001. We
define (0)k==. Now define L7(0+1+2)* as
L7=[2(1)R2 2(2)
R
2 2(3)
R
2 2(4)
R
2 2 } } } 2(n)
R
2 2: n1],
and set L8=L7 . We have the following result.
Theorem 17. L8 is a nonregular language with NL8(n)=
O(log n).
Proof. We leave it to the reader to show that L8 is not
regular. The basic idea for the upper bound on NL8(n) is that
a nondeterministic finite automaton can accept an nth-
order approximation to L8 by accepting a string which does
not begin or end properly, or which has a substring of the
form 2x 2x$ 2, where x$ is not the base-2 representation of 1
plus the number represented by x. A string of the form
2(1)R2 2(2)
R
2 2(3)
R
2 2(4)
R
2 2 } } } 2(n)
R
2 2 (2)
has 3(n log n) symbols, so in accepting an nth-order
approximation to L8 , our NFA need only concern itself
with x, x$ of length O(log n).
Here is a sketch of the construction. We construct our
NFA by joining together a number of pieces, each of which
checks a condition by which an input string w might not be
of the form (2). We accept the input w if any of the following
conditions hold:
(a) the first three symbols of w are other than 212;
(b) w ends with a symbol other than 2;
(c) w contains either 02 or 22 as a substring;
(d) w contains a substring of the form 21i 0(0+1)* 20 j1
with i{ j and 0i, jlog2 n;
(e) w contains a substring of the form 21*0(0+1) i 20*1
(0+1) j 2 with i{ j and 0i, jlog2 n;
(f ) w contains a substring of the form 21*0(0+1) i
a(0+1)* 20*1(0+1) i b(0+1)* with 0i, jlog2 n and
a{b;
(g) w contains a substring of the form 21i 20 j1 with i{j,
0 jlog2 n, and 1ilog2 n;
(h) w contains a substring of the form 21i 20*10*1
(0+1)* for 1ilog2 n;
(i) w contains a substring of the form 21i20*1*0 for
1ilog2 n;
Conditions (a)(c) handle basic formatting issues, and
the problem of leading zeroes in the base-2 representation
(actually, trailing zeroes, since we are using the reversed
representation of numbers).
Conditions (d)(f ) handle the case where there is a sub-
string of the form 2x 2x$ 2, where x=1i0y for y # (0+1)*
and i0. We are trying locate any mismatches from x$=
0i 1y$, where y= y$. The kinds of things that can go wrong
are as follows: x$ has the wrong number of 0’s at its left end
(condition (d)); y and y$ are of different length (condition
(e)); or y and y$ are of the same length, but contain a symbol
mismatch (condition (f )).
Conditions (g)(i) handle the case where there is a sub-
string of the form 2x 2x$ 2, where x=1i and i1. We are
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trying to locate any mismatches from x$=0i 1. The kinds of
things that can go wrong are as follows: x$ has the wrong
number of 0’s (condition (g)); or x$ has more than one
occurrence of the symbol 1 (condition (h)); or x$ has an
occurrence of the symbol 0 somewhere after the first
occurrence of 1 (condition (i)).
We leave it to the reader to construct nondeterministic
finite automata for each of these conditions and to verify
that O(log n) states suffice for each piece. (The ideas implicit
in Fig. 3 will prove useful.) K
The language in Theorem 17 was over (0+1+2)*, but
we can clearly obtain a language over (0+1)* with the
O(log n) nondeterministic automaticity by recoding the
symbols using a map such as 0  00; 1  01; 2  10.
10. RELATIONS BETWEEN COMPLEXITY MEASURES
In this section we will examine the relationship among the
measures of automaticity AL and NL and the descriptional
complexity measures fL , +L , d+L , aL , daL discussed in
Section 3 which were introduced by Paredaens and Vyncke
[46], Gabarro [22, 23], and Balca zar, D@ az, and Gabarro
[5]. Our results show that between each pair of these
measures, there is either a simple inequality, or the two
measures are incomparable in a certain precise sense defined
below. Some of these results appeared previously in [8], but
this paper is quite difficult to obtain.
Theorem 18. The following inequalities hold for all
languages L and all integers n0:
NL(n)+L(n)d+L(n);
NL(n)AL(n)d+L(n).
Proof. Follows immediately from the definitions. K
Theorem 2, Part 2, we know that AL(n)=O(1) if and
only if L is regular. This result is not true, however, for the
measure d+L(n). For example, let L=7*. Then it is easy to
see that d+L(n)=n+2. However, we do have the following
theorem.
Theorem 19. If L is regular, then d+L(n)=O(n).
Proof. Let L be accepted by a DFA M=(Q, 7, $,
q0 , F ). We can accept L & 7n by adding a counter that can
count as high as n, but no higher. Consider the machine
M$=(Q$, 7, $$, q$0 , F $), where Q$=(Q_[0, 1, ..., n]) _ qd ,
q$0=[q0 , 0], F=[[q, i]: q # Q, in], and $$ is defined
as follows: for all a # 7 and q # Q we have $$([q, i], a)=
[$(q, a), i+1] for 0in; $$([q, n], a)=qd , and
$$(qd , a)=qd . Then M$ accepts exactly L & 7n, and M$
has 1+(n+1) |Q|=O(n) states. K
Note that the converse to Theorem 19 is not true. For
example, if L=[02k: k0], then L is not regular, but it is
easy to verify that d+L(n)=O(n). We now give an inequality
between daL(n) and d+L(n), and between aL(n) and +L(n).
Theorem 20. For all L and all n0 we have daL(n)
d+L(n) and aL(n)+L(n).
Proof. We prove the inequality daL(n)d+L(n); the
inequality aL(n)+L(n) can be proved using essentially the
same argument.
It suffices to show that L & 7n can be accepted by a DFA
with the same number or fewer states in the minimal DFA
for L & 7n. To see this, we show how to take M, the mini-
mal DFA for L & 7n and to modify it to accept L & 7n.
Our modifications will not increase the number of states.
First, we remove all the states of M from which there is no
path (possibly empty) to a final state of M. This transforma-
tion removes at least one state, since M is complete (i.e., the
transition function is a true function, not a partial function)
and L & 7n is finite. The resulting machine M$ is an
incomplete DFA, but it accepts the same language as the
original machine.
Next, we observe that M$ (considered as a directed
graph) has no directed cycles; if it did, M$ would accept
arbitrarily long words, a contradiction. Now consider all
paths of length n from q0 (the start state) to the final states,
and construct a new automaton M" which is the induced
subgraph of these paths. Notice that each state q that
remains has the property that every path from q0 to q has
the same number of edges; if it did not, we would have paths
of length j and k from q0 to q, with j<k. Hence there must
be final states r and s such that there is a path of length n&j
from q to r, and a path of length n&k from q to s. But then
there is a path of length k+n&j>n from q0 to q to r, so M"
accepts a string of length >n, a contradiction. This means
that each vertex in M" can be labeled with a well-defined
distance from q0 .
Finally, create a machine M$$$ which is the same as M$,
except that the only final states are the final states of M"
which are at distance n from q0 . M$$$ also has an additional
‘‘dead state’’ in which all unspecified transitions go, and
there is a self-loop from the dead state to itself on all inputs.
Clearly |M$$$||M|, since we have removed at least one
state and added back at most one, the dead state. We leave
it to the reader to verify that L(M$$$)=L(M) & 7n. K
Next, we introduce the notion of incomparability
between measures of complexity. We say that two measures
BL(n) and CL(n) are incomparable if there exist languages
L1 , L2 such that BL1(n)=o(CL1(n)) and CL2(n)=o(BL2(n)).
As our first example, we turn to the measures fL(n) and
d+L(n) mentioned in Section 3. We have the following.
Theorem 21. The measure fL(n) is incomparable with
each of the four measures d+L(n), +L(n), aL(n), daL(n).
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Proof. Take L1=7*. Then it is easy to see that
fL1(n)=1 for all n0. However, d+L1(n)+L1(n)=n+1,
and daL1(n)aL1(n)=n+1 for all n0.
On the other hand, take L2=[w # (0+1)*: w=wR].
Now it is easily seen that, as in Theorem 2, Part 5, we have,
for all L # 7* and all n0.
d+L(n)2+ :
w # L & 7n
|w|2+n |L & 7n|. (3)
(Essentially the same proof provided in Section 4 works.)
But |L2 & 7n|=2w (n+1)2x; hence
|L2 & 7n |={2
(n+4)2&3,
3 } 2(n+1)2&3,
if n even;
if n odd.
Hence, using Eq. (3), we have d+L2(n)=O(n2
n2). Similarly,
we have +L2(n)=O(n2
n2), and the same upper bound holds
for aL2(n) and daL2(n).
On the other hand, we claim that fL2(n)=2
n. To see this,
let w and w$ be distinct words in 7n. Then ww # L, but
ww$  L. Hence, the MyhillNerode equivalence relation
induces 2n distinct classes on 7n. The proof is complete. K
Theorem 22. The measures +L(n) and AL(n) are incom-
parable.
Proof. Let 7=[0, 1] and L1=7*. Then it is easy to see
that AL1(n)=1 for all n0. However, +L1(n)=n+1 for all
n0. Clearly we can accept 7n with an (n+1)-state
NFA. To see that n+1 states are needed, let M be an NFA
accepting exactly 7n and assume |M|n. Then M accepts
the string 0n and, as this string is processed, n+1 states are
encountered. Since M has n states, at least one state must
be encountered twice. Then, as in the proof of the pumping
lemma, we can ‘‘go around this loop’’ more than once to find
a string of length >n accepted by M, a contradiction. Thus
we see AL1(n)=o(+L1(n)).
Now let L2=[w # (0+1)*: w{wR]. Then (see [22, 23])
we have +L2(n)=O(n
3). On the other hand, an easy argu-
ment using Theorem 7 shows that for |w|=wn2x, the
strings Sw(n) are mutually incomparable under the prefix
order. Hence AL2(n)=0(2
n2), and therefore +L2(n)=
o(AL2(n)). K
Theorem 23. Both of the measures NL(n) and AL(n) are
incomparable with both aL(n) and daL(n).
Proof. Since it is easy to verify that NL(n)AL(n) and
aL(n)daL(n) for all languages L and all n0, it suffices to
show that there exists an L1 such that AL1(n)=o(aL1(n)),
and that there exists an L2 such that daL2=o(NL2(n)).
To see the first relation, let 7=[0, 1] and L1=7*. Then
it is easy to verify that AL1(n)=1 for all n0, while an argu-
ment similar to that used above shows that aL1(n)=n+1.
To see the second relation, let L2=[0n1n2n: n1]. Then,
since L2 contains at most one string of every length, it is easy
to see that daL2(n)=O(n). On the other hand, in [24]
a general technique is developed which proves that
NL2(n)=0(n
2). K
Theorem 24. The measure fL is incomparable with both
NL(n) and AL(n).
Proof. Let L1=[w # (0+1)*: w{wR]. Then, using
essentially the same argument as in Theorem 21, we have
AL1(n)=O(n2
n2). It follows that NL1(n)=O(n2
n2).
However, we showed in Theorem 21 that fL1(n)=2
n.
Let L2 = [0i1 i2 i: i  1]. Then, as in Example 2,
AL2(n)=0(n
2). In [24], it is shown that NL2(n)=0(n
2).
However, for any language L, fL(n) is clearly bounded
above by 1 plus the total number of distinct prefixes of
length n of elements of L. Hence fL2(n)=O(n). K
Theorem 25. The measures +L(n) and daL(n) are incom-
parable.
Proof. As in the previous proof, let L1(n)=[w # (0+
1)*: w{wR] and L2(n)=[0i1i2i: i1]. Then in [25] it is
shown that +L2(n)=0(n
2). However, L2 contains at most
one word of length n, and so daL2(n)=O(n).
On the other hand, it is shown in [22] that
+L1(n)=O(n
3). A simple argument using MyhillNerode
shows that daL1(n)=0(2
n2).
11. QUASI-AUTOMATIC SEQUENCES
The automatic sequence is the fundamental concept at the
intersection of automata theory and number theory. See, for
example, [1]. Roughly speaking, we say that a sequence
(sm)m0 is k-automatic if sm is a finite state function of the
base-k representation of m. More formally, a sequence
(sm)m0 taking values in a finite alphabet 2 is k-automatic
(for an integer k2) if there exists a deterministic finite
automaton with output M=(Q, 7, $, q0 , 2, {) such that
{($(q0 , (m)Rk ))=sm for all m0. (Recall the notation (m)k
from Section 9.) Here 7, the input alphabet, is equal to
[0, 1, ..., k&1].
Note that the input to the machine M is the representa-
tion of m in base-k. We will assume that the machine reads
the least significant digit first; unfortunately, this detail
actually proves necessary to specify, since there exist
languages with low automaticity whose reversal has high
automaticity; see [24]. We will also assume that M always
gives the proper response when the input is any of the ‘‘non-
standard’’ base-k representations of m (i.e., those containing
leading zeroesor more properly, trailing zeroes, since we
are using the reversed representation).
Given a sequence (sm)m0 , we may form its k-kernel,
defined to be the set of subsequences
[(skim+j)m0 : i0, 0 j<ki].
Then we have the following theorem [17].
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Theorem 26. A sequence (sm)m0 is k-automatic if and
only if its k-kernel is of finite cardinality.
Suppose that instead of considering the k-kernel, we trun-
cate the sequence at sn and then form the k-kernel using only
those terms of the sequence up to and including sn . This
modified k-kernel now consists of a finite number of finite
sequences, namely
K ks (n)=[(skim+j)0m(n&j)ki : 0ilogkn, 0jk
i].
As before, we can count the maximal elements of K ks (n)
under the prefix ordering. The cardinality of this set of
maximal elements we denote as Aks (n), and we call this the
‘‘k-automaticity’’ of the sequence (sm)m0. In general, we do
not insist that 2, the range of the sequence (sm)m0 , be
finite. We have the following properties of automaticity on
sequences.
Theorem 27. Let (sm)m0 be a sequence taking values in
a set 2:
1. The sequence s is k-automatic if and only if
Aks (n)=O(1).
2. We have Aks (n)=O(n).
3. If 2 is finite, then Aks (n)=O(nlog n).
4. If 2 is finite, then Aks (n)=0(nlog n) for almost all
sequences s.
Proof. Property (1) follows from Theorem 2, Part 2.
Property (2) follows from Theorem 8, upon replacing n with
logkn. Similarly, property (3) follows from Theorem 9 and
property (4) follows from Theorem 10. K
We will call a sequence (si) i0 k-quasiautomatic if
Aks (n)=O(log n). The class of quasiautomatic sequences
contains many sequences which are not automatic, yet have
the flavor of automatic sequences.
For example, consider the paperfolding sequences. We
say a sequence ( fm)m0 over [&1, +1] is paperfolding if
( f4m)m0 and ( f4m+2)m0 are both constant sequences, but
not identical, and ( f2m+1)m0 is itself a paperfolding
sequence.
We have the following theorem, whose statement was
suggested to the first author by M. Mende s France.
Theorem 28. Every paperfolding sequence is 2-quasi-
automatic.
Proof. In fact, we can show that if f is paperfolding, then
A2f (n)5+log2(n+1). Consider computing the elements
( f2im+j)m0 of the 2-kernel in order of increasing i. By the
definition of what it means to be paperfolding, only the
sequences ( f2im+2i&1)m0 are not in the set consisting of
the constant sequence 1, the constant sequence &1, and the
alternating sequences ((&1)m)m0 and ((&1)
m+1)m0. In
order that the sequence ( f2im+2i&1)m0 have any terms at
all, given that we know ( fm)0mn , we must have
0ilog2(n+1). Thus A2f (n)4+(1+log2(n+1)), and
the result follows. K
Note that there are an uncountable number of distinct
paperfolding sequences ( fm)m0 (since they are completely
specified by their sequence of ‘‘unfolding instructions’’
f0 , f1 , f3 , f7 , f15 , . . .).
A simple cardinality argument shows that only countably
many of these are 2-automatic. (It also follows from a
theorem in [42], since a paperfolding sequence is automatic
if and only if the sequence of unfolding instructions is
ultimately periodic.) Thus as a corollary, we get the
following.
Corollary 29. There are an uncountable number of
k-quasiautomatic sequences.
We now give another set of examples of k-quasiautomatic
sequences, this time, where k=2 and 2 (the range of the
sequence) has infinite cardinality. If x=x1x2 } } } xn # (0+
1+ } } } +k&1)*, define [x]k=1in xikn&i. Following
[2], for a nonempty string w # (0+1)+, define ew(n) to be
the number of (possibly overlapping) occurrences of w in
0|w|&1(n)2 . Then we have the following.
Theorem 30.
A2ew(n)={3((log n)
2),
3(log n),
if w=0q for some q1;
if w{0q for all q1.
Proof. First, assume w{0q for all q1. Then we
observe (as in [2]) that (ew(2 jm+b))m0 can be expressed
as the sum of an integer constant sequence that depends on
b, and (ew(2im+a))m0 for some i, a with 0i<|w| and
0a<2i. This is clearly true when j<|w|; hence, we may
assume that j|w|. Then
(2 jn+b)2=(n)2 y,
where | y|= j and [ y]2=b. Let y=y1 y2 } } } yj and define
x=y1y2 } } } y |w|&1 . Then for all m0 we have
ew(2 jm+b)=ew(2|w|&1m+[x]2)+ew(b).
(Note that this identity may fail for m=0 if w=0q.)
Hence the number of distinct elements in K 2ew(n) is
bounded by the product of 2|w|&1 and d, the number of
possible values of ew(b). But bn (for if not, (ew(2 jm+
b))0m(n&b)2 j would be the empty sequence) and, hence,
d1+wlog2 nx. It follows that A2ew(n)=O(log n).
To see that A2ew(n)=0(log n), note that if n2
j |w|, then
the j+1 sequences (ew(2 i |w|m+[wi]2))m0 for 0ij are
all different, since they differ when m=0. It follows that
A2ew(n)>(log2n)|w|.
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It remains to consider the case w=0q for some q1. We
will prove the result for q=1, leaving the cases q>1 to the
reader. Now it is easy to verify that if the binary string z con-
tains at least two 1’s, say z=z$1z"1z"$ for strings z$, z", z"$
with z$, z" # 0*, then
e0(2|z|m+[z]2)=e0(2|z|&1m+[z$z"1z$$$]2)
for all m0. It follows that this number of distinct elements
in K 2ew(n) is O((log n)
2). To see that A2ew(n)=0((log n)
2), we
observe that if n2 j, 2i<j, and 1a<i, then the
subsequence (A2ew(2
im+2a))0m1 is equal to (a, i&1)
and, hence, there are at least j( j&1)2 elements in K 2ew(n).
The lower bound then follows. K
Corollary 31. The sequences (ew(m))m0 are 2-quasi-
automatic, provided w{0q for all q1.
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